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Highlander Christmas
Janet Chapman
2009, Storage FIC Chapman
When her rival, Luke Pascal, accidentally tells her family that
she left her job as a NASA physicist to be a dog-sitter, Camry
MacKeage comes home for the holidays and to make amends with
the help of Luke, who has a secret of his own.

A quilter’s holiday
Jennifer Chiaverini
2009, FIC Chiaveri
The Elm Creek Quilters are home for the holidays, during which
days spent hand-stitching heartfelt gifts for loved ones brings forth
the true spirit of generosity and kindness, especially when Gwen
gifts a quilt project to her mentor’s bone-marrow donor.

The Alpine winter: an Emma Lord mystery
Mary Daheim
2011, MYS Daheim

A wreath of snow:
a Victorian Christmas novella
Liz Curtis Higgs
2012, NEW FIC Higgs
On a visit home, an icy reception from her family sends Meg Campbell
fleeing for the train station determined to spend the holidays alone,
but after pouring her heart out to a fellow traveler, she finds the
courage to return home.

A wish for Christmas: a Cape Light novel
Thomas Kinkade and Katherine Spencer
2010, FIC Kinkade
In Cape Light, Christmas brings unexpected gifts that will never
be forgotten as a wounded soldier returns home from the war in
Afghanistan and a fiercely independent woman and mother finds
the tables turned on her and her old friend.

Trading Christmas
Debbie Macomber
2011, FIC Macomber

Christmas is anything but quiet in Alpine, Washington, after
a body turns up in a cave and Emma Lord and her beau, Milo,
are stalked by a killer.

Deciding to spend Christmas in Boston with her daughter, widow
Emily Springer, through the Internet, swaps houses with history
professor Charles Brewster, but destiny intervenes when this
unlikely couple is forced to spend the holidays together.

A Lancaster County Christmas

An outlaw’s Christmas:
a McKettricks of Texas novel

Suzanne Woods Fisher
2011, Storage FIC Fisher

Linda Lael Miller
2012, NEW FIC Miller

When a young couple find themselves stranded at an Amish farm
during a holiday storm, they discover that there is more than one
way to be rescued.

Heading to Blue River, Texas, to gain employment as a marshal,
Sawyer McKettrick instead finds himself at the mercy of a prim
and proper lady with a gun who is the only one who can tame
his wild heart.

Gingerbread cookie murder
Joanne Fluke, Laura Levine and Leslie Meier
2010, MYS Fluke
This is a collection of three gingerbread cookie-related mysteries,
including a mysterious murder during a Christmas play, the
disappearance of a young boy, and a brutal murder involving a
bakery. Recipes included.

The bite before Christmas
Lynsay Sands & Jeaniene Frost
2011, FIC Sands
This is a collection of two tales of vampires at Christmas. In “The
Gift”, a woman must convince a cop that he is her life mate and
make this a Christmas neither of them will forget, and in “Home
for the Holidays”, a couple must take down an evil vampire who is
determined to kill their holiday cheer.

